
 

 

 

Why Buy from a CPCA Member? 
 

 
 
CPCA is the Canadian hub of process automation companies that provides the 
knowledge and networking opportunities to help the industry thrive in an increasingly 
competitive environment. CPCA promotes the industry to customers, academia, and 
public bodies. 
 
Our goal is to have a membership that is strong and involved while keeping it 
uniquely Canadian.  
 
CPCA Members common goals are to bring the best quality, certified products to the 
Canadian process market and to stay on top of leading-edge technologies.  
 
We provide a forum to exchange technical, industry and regulatory information, 
develop industry statistics, and encourage professional and ethical behavior and 
quality standards among its members. 
 
As the leading source of Canadian market information, CPCA members are better 
able to make strategic decisions by being more aware of how their business is doing 
compared to the overall Canadian process market.  
 
We encourage professional and ethical behavior and quality standards among 
members; and offer ongoing training on aspects ranging from sales management 
and industry standards to new technologies. CPCA members provide reliable 
products, exceptional service, and knowledgeable support. 
 
We ensure the competitiveness of members by working with Certification Bodies and 
other regulatory authorities to expand capabilities of suppliers and ease 
restrictiveness of regulations. 
 
Membership also allows many opportunities to expand your business: Networking 
with manufacturers and distributors from across the country is the best way to form 
new relationships and promote your company to industry leaders. Our Annual 
General Meeting is the industry standard for exceptional keynotes from leaders in 
the process and economic industries while allowing members to connect in an 
informal environment.  
 
CPCA offers members multiple ways to get involved, which can benefit you and your 
company. Being an active participant in CPCA keeps you up to date on the latest 
industry news, innovations, and improvements for our industry.  
 

It has never been truer that we are stronger together. By sharing information and 
best practices, members are far better armed to weather tough circumstances, 
including the current pandemic. Not a member? Get involved now!  


